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Abstract

One of the most important experiences made by the Roman Catholic Church in the 20th Century concerns the meaning of “the other”. Since the Middle Ages one of the defining points of the Christianitas was its difference in comparison to the other which was by definition an enemy. The Muslim, the Jew, and mostly the Heretic were paradigms of an unremedied distance between the sphere of salvation and the sphere of damnation: the role of the law was exactly that of identifying at whatever price the other and expel him from the Christian body.

Modernity challenged this idea from outside: it tries to teach and to impose to the Churches a neutral space of citizenship and rights where ecclesiastical laws and condemnations had to be ineffective. The result of this effort in the 19th - 20th century was very important and what is now called western constitutionalism comes from such a separation between church and state under a principle of laïcité. However, these measures were accepted as a “secular” pressure, and in the intransigent Catholicism were rejected as an imposition. A similar refusal of a neutral political authority can be found in different religious contexts, where secularization instead of eradicating religious fundamentalism is feeding it.

The real change came for Roman Catholicism from inside: inside its spiritual experience, inside its historical self-perception, inside it’s theological framework. Scientific exegesis did show a different Jesus, rooted in Jewish tradition and eschatological Messianism. The missionary experience of the 10th century imposed to the Christian agenda—first of all in Anglican and Protestant milieu, later among Catholics—the issue of unity among those who professed the Name of Jesus: the ecumenical movement (since 1948 represented by the World Council of Churches and since 1965 accepted by Vatican II for the Roman Catholic Church) gave a positive meaning to the most obvious “other” experience available to the common people, and it made of the “other Christians” brother to be loved and understood. Last but not the least, the pontificate of John XXIII gave a new language to the Roman Catholic magisterium: the other in confessional terms, the other in religious terms and mostly the Jews became the subject of a common quest for what unifies instead of a research of the divisional reasons.

Such an impulse was solemnly defined at the Second Vatican Council in the declaration Nostra aetate: it was planned on a document on Jewish-Christian relations after the Shoah, but it was apparently watered with other religions in order to avoid political conflicts with Arab countries and Arabian Christians.
Nonetheless this choice made out of an intrinsecist paradigm (Christianity cannot think of itself without Judaism) a universal paradigm of otherness: as a source of what is different and therefore vital to think of one’s identity.

This experience and this “inner” paradigm is very important in the end of the 20th century when the idea of a clash of civilization, interpreted and vitalized by religious experience, became a way to understand the political instability of the post-cold-war times. Inter-religious dialogue so emerged during the pontificate of John Paul II not as a polite respect for a foreigner, but as a tool to re-establish a proper harmony among differences based on internal resources and not simply relying on external orders which call for disobedience.

1. Looking over the “divine surprise”

One of the facts that shock an observer of this last decade is that religions are more and more liable to enter the scene of political conflicts, and sometimes they seem able to inform the entire meaning of a conflict: the Irish pattern—where confessional difference has been absorbed within national identity—looks like an old style war. Clash of civilizations and clash of religions come so close that the media are unable to discern the difference between the religious foundation of a conflict and a religious conflict.

Our post-cold-war times have given the chance to each and every group and even individuals to wage war: after decades in which only two men were able to start a doomsday conflict, now even kids (as in Zaire) and youths (as in Algeria) can kill—and they can also do this as “believers.”

Literature is hurrying breathlessly running to get a convincing explanation of a “divine surprise”, which often turns itself into an abyss of horrors, as we have seen in the Balkans. To my knowledge the best attempt to explain the phenomenon is the framework offered by a stimulating book of Huntington: he predicts a clash of civilizations, and he describes a cultural (hidden) stereotype which is often used to frame facts. Namely that religious difference is one of the basic, unchanging axes which separates peoples and countries: from this point of view “the world” is only a marketing abstraction; different “worlds” are what does really exist, with a desire for peaceful coexistence and a corresponding inclination to misunderstand each other. Each one of these “worlds” looks at the presence of other worlds within its border as a challenge, a risk or even a real problem. According to Huntington, the revenge of God turns itself into a struggle between humans. The existence of multireligious cohabitation—as in many European cities—is an uncomfortable reality: both the media and individual consciences are attracted much more easily by the contemplation of difficulties.

In facts problems do exist: and a lack of interpretation is evident in western reflection—either historical, juridical, or political. Current explanations are conflicting and weak. Some authors are tempted by a neo-Victorian view of the international scenario: multireligious coexistence reflects a capacity created by the western tradition of tolerance. Modern Western tolerance is aquid which other countries, cultures and religions need. If they are unable to accept it by consent, an appropriate dose of violent, in spite of humanitarian interference, can teach these savage people the art of tolerance. A different approach thinks that multireligious coexistence cannot be confronted with tolerance in the meaning that tolerance assumed after Peace of Westphalia. The coexistence of religions is and has to be dealt with as a truly new issue. After the death of God, religions have inherited from him an unexpected capacity to shape identity and ethnicity: a perspective which can be faced only through a secularized appeal to a fundamental ethic. Only the search for new patterns—like a world ethic, or a secularized reading of religious sources—can be helpful.

Both these approaches, however, are seriously challenged by the whispering impotence of a tolerance system in the West and by its capacity to orient other areas through trustworthy leadership. Where a search for religious identity is consistently massive, words differing from “fundamentalism” are
lacking. The chador, women's rights, polygamy and children reincarnating great masters — do not fit into a system which, even when it matches freedom and rights, is unprepared to manage freedom conflicting with rights. The impasse is hidden under a sense of superiority: it does exist, and it calls for comprehension. But what type of comprehension? A comprehension consisting of purely sociological description? An extreme case for constitutional law? A platform for futurist projections?

The assumption of this paper is that history (along with sociology or a juridical approach) can be helpful: in fact the process and the problems of a multireligious society can pose new questions. They can push historical research to revise—as also happens for political equilibrium—stable truths and truisms.

2. The long run questioning of two commonplaces

If one looks at the arguments used in debating on the limits and possibilities of multireligious coexistence, one gets that a certain number of historical assumptions are taken for granted, whereas they are inconsistent or under severe revision.

One of the commonplaces at work in the discussion is the wrong assumption that tolerance (and a parallel doctrine of rights) is a modern tool created by modern western societies to curb the native, violent inclination of established churches. An image of tolerance as the antagonist of a religious and therefore intolerant background is often accepted unquestioningly. Such a perspective holds that the ideas of tolerance and human rights were created ex nihilo by modern philosophy as a remedy for religious wars and conflicts. In such a perspective Antiquity and the Middle Ages are considered to have been intolerant, because of a conceptual impotence. The Constantinian change becomes irrelevant. From Aristotle, to Roman law up to Thomas Aquinas, ancient philosophy shared a view of “right” as referring to an existing entity. Only an unexpected deviation from the tradition— due to William of Ockham—allowed for an interpretation of ius as being a subjective characteristic of human beings. Ockham's “aberration”— so to say—would have pioneered tolerance in political thought.

This leitmotif, disseminated throughout the historical literature, was slightly modified by an apologetic neo-Thomist perspective. Authors such as Maritain or Finnis, maintained that Thomas Aquinas' concept of right fits perfectly within the framework of a new (and therefore more tolerant) Christendom—but similar changes do not affect the general historical scheme recalled above.

Only recently have historians cracked this stereotype. New analysis on Roman antiquity shows the value of a pax deorum based on the unknown and unknowable nature of God. There is increasing reflection on the historical meaning of christianizing the Empire: not simply as a change which “perverted” an original purity of the Church, but rather as a move which changed the density of available arguments.

In the past twenty years we have become more conscious of differences and changes: the clash between great churches and heretic churches is no longer considered a blatant struggle of classes, but rather as a complex reality, with varying degrees of violence, severity and arguments. The transposition of “pagan” violence against religious minorities into Christian intolerance against the pagan has been moderated or criticized by various authors, who were able to mix the killing of the errantes and the killing of the mistake. The Jewish themselves—the target of a hate subculture—experienced varying degrees of tolerance (in the Christian East as well as in the Christian West) until the end of the 15th century—precisely the time which is usually considered to be terminus a quo for a history of tolerance. As for individual and natural rights, Brian Tierney's most recent work has carefully examined the origins of ius and has proved definitively that a subjective comprehension of ius can be traced back to medieval canon lawyers, even if the express definition of a natural religious rights came late in the debate, the conceptual instruments are traditional. I do not know a parallel work on Islamic jurisprudence and the origins of the millet, but Bernard Lewis' study of Jews under Islam has shown, since various decades, that a sophisticated regulation of religious differences can be traced from Quran foundations.
This of course does not mean that the Christian emperor or the medieval lawyer developed an acceptable degree of coexistence between religious experience. It simply tells us that a simplification can often be an oversimplification. To reaffirm that modern tolerance has medieval roots does not change the pattern of facts, but affects the level of interpretation against a “falsified notion” of tolerance. What history is finding out is something else: over the last centuries western society has incorporated into her own experience and conscience that it has to be “tolerant”; it has, in other words, developed a “perfect” system to prevent intolerance from a religious factor, and (even when it is unable to acknowledge basic human rights to others) this has a pedagogic motivation in order to implement a better order. Tolerance is a truly modern tool, but it has inherited—silently—previous arguments and criteria: this is not simply a matter of change in chronology. It is important because it tells us that within a Christian society, and within Christian tradition— even when a culture of the enemy was hegemonic—it would have been possible to argue in terms of rights ( or only in terms of tolerance?). A fortiori it should be possible for the Churches to reflect on this subject in a pluralistic context, not simply from a passive position of institutions regulated by civil powers, but playing a positive, active role.

Another argument coming in the discussion on the limits and possibilities of multireligious coexistence is much more a matter of prejudice, than a historical analysis. It is easy to hear and read that the contemporary coexistence of religions in the very same political space is something new. Something new, of course, exists, and by definition one should mistrust the equivalence between long term perspective and rigid continuity. It is surely wise to underline that in the past four centuries, definitions of the limits of religions’ influence have been more clearly delimited than in some previous times: but situations of multireligious neighbourhood or coexistence did exist, in the past, along a limes which crosses cultures and continents, and within the very body of European Christendom.

When we talk of cohabitation, we should underline a difference between confessional borders and religious differences. Even if Christians, after the 16th century, got used to talking about themselves as “religious”, the coexistence is by no means related to their presence (ruled according to the principle of “modern” tolerance). A really multireligious presence did exist, and it worked. Thanks to the Jewish community and economic exchanges with Islamic countries, a complicatio took place: it was not because of a tightness of religious obligation that anti-Semitism became more violent, rather in correspondence with the strengthening of the regime Christendom. This balance of conflict and coexistence, however, has roots which have not been properly explored. Much research is needed to understand the border between Christianity and other religious worlds ( one might remember that the encounter between Buddhism and Christianity does not belong to America's contemporary history, but the Middle East of the fourth century; or we would welcome studies on the real impact of repressive manifestoes in European juridical history, which can reveal a harsh hate as well as lack of implementation in repression; and when Christianity and Islam did meet, among Christians there was a theory of voluntary martyrdom, which explains how the 7th century saw the “challenge” of a new religion).

In Europe's past and in the deepest strata of its history there is also the experience of a meeting which took place far from home. The renegades question, for instance, is very interesting: prisoners of Islamic countries, the “renegades”, had quitted Christianity for Islam. When some of them had the luck to escape, they posed serious problems to the religious authorities: as living witnesses of a possible encounter, they were a heresy for Christendom. Far from the Mediterranean, merchants and travellers found the challenge of cohabitation: the heavenly harmony within Indians' tribes and natives' villages of the new world—as well as the sophisticated culture in Chinese courts—impressed the European observer.

These are only seeds of future research, rather than definitive conclusions. Nonetheless they show that deeper historical knowledge—able to maintain a balance between general trends, particular histories, dormant realities—can be useful. When one goes back to revise the two dominating theses concerning the issue of multireligious relationships in our world—the ideological character of current explanations becomes self-evident. Neither by underlining the tool of tolerance nor the novelty of a “necessitata” coexistence of religious difference can one trace the origins of our present uncertainty. If there is a
spreading perception of danger, and a threat to western tolerance, this has to be explained by a different background.

If one loses this diachronic depth there will be no understanding, and even the danger of something worse. Only a passive, cynical acceptance of the shoah's effects may conceal the fact that a European Jewry did exist, though in a condition of discrimination and persecution; and beside this, a Christian presence—affected by colonialist echoes—did exist within Islamic society or Buddhist kingdoms. The massive number of immigrants arriving from Islamic countries, and the formation of a considerable non-Christian community of peoples from Africa and Asia, has deeply affected the degree of complexity within Europe; but they have not created a multireligious society. And the limits of European tolerance are challenged not only by an identity revenge of competing minorities, but from an internal, genetic limit, which pertains to the realm of the political relation between churches and societies.

3. The juridical background of a missing analysis

The lack of comprehension I have talked about, is mostly a deficit of historical depth, which affects political elites as well as religious leaders. It is expressed through an undefined fear about the future—a fear which is seeking juridical protection. Paradoxically the mistrust for the other is expressed in terms of a threat to (or a violation of) legal order, and the lack of historical perspective are concealed by the demand to respect a confessional history which is a habit of recent privileges. A realistic approach to the juridical instrument and situation de facto created or regulated, shows that it is characterized by a double movement. European legislation shows differences in laws matched by analogous results in practical life. Contradictory evidence of this process is easy to find.

On one side, Europe knows a rich plurality of systems regulating religious difference and the relationship between states and churches. Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and in some ways Great Britain have a constitutional State Church. In a reformed system secularization and control over ecclesiastical affairs seem to match each other with a certain degree of plausibility: only isolated reformers like Kierkegaard criticized such a situation from a “religious” point of view. Even in Sweden, where a constitutional reform deprived the Lutheran Church of the status of ecclesias-tical reflex of national identity—Church still has particular privileges. Even the disestablishment of the relations between the Crown and the Church of England does not imply a systemic change of basic attitudes. . . Greece —and recently Serbia, Bulgaria and Romania—have a different system discriminating between a national dominating religion and other cults tolerated to various degrees: like fascist Italy and Spain, the difference between the people's religion and the other beliefs can affect many practical aspects of minoritarian communities' life, but the Greek solution—adhering to the principle of the European convention on human rights—seems to be acting as a model for East European countries. A good many of the European countries with a catholic “majority” (sociologically speaking) regulate their ecclesiastical affairs through a constitutional reluctance to commit the State to one confession, and a practical bilateral regulation of the issue. Concordats were stipulated in Germany, Italy, Spain and Portugal, and influenced the entire architecture of the system: even other confessions and religions (either as corporation or federation) have been attracted into an orbit of bilateral relations. A proportion (or disproportion) of forces and the national (or international) character of religions is the exchanging platform for solutions. Some scholars—like Silvio Ferrari—argue that separationist countries—France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Ireland—are defined only ex opposito: how can one define a common identity of nations which have written into their constitution the invocation of the Trinity (like Ireland), or the principle of laïcité (like France)? Usually, these differences—although culturally neglected—are described to extract the core of a European ius commune: the primacy of individual consciousness seems to be the really dividing line between Islamic countries and western countries. Arranged in different ways, western laws and constitutions seem to guarantee from a prohibition of the free exercise because of
cultural superiority (things are more difficult about the statement that no law shall be made to respect an establishment).\textsuperscript{xlv}

Apparently the only thing which will never be subscribed to by Europan States is the interchangeability of their system. Ideological and national pride will not allow the admission that so different methods produce comparable results. People of different Christian denominations can live in the same way in different countries: actually the condition of an acknowledged and established religious minority in England do not seem preferable to that of an Italian one, and vice versa. Even where the churches had for a long time asked for a “special” status proportional to the religious identity of the country (like the Catholic church in Italy or the Orthodox church in Greece), practical discrimination does not work any more on an individual basis: the guarantee of freedom—infra fines—can be compatible with unequal treatments.\textsuperscript{xlv} One perceptive thesis maintains the principle that there is, indeed, a “constant” at work: while the U. S. has been assuming the issue of equality and imposes limitations on confessions which prevent affecting the association of people in any other way, Europe has developed a system where freedom is privileged, even if an unequal cooperation with corporate churches can create a difference.\textsuperscript{xlvi}

The contradiction of evidence is the outcome of a process: for decades different systems produced different situations, particularly in relation to the proper goal of these solutions. The system of toleration (toleration of a neutral state, or of a confessional kingdom) was built to guarantee peace among conflicting Christianities. Changes on the level of inter-Christian relations did affect the meaning of a system which has performed extraordinarily well as far as expected results are concerned: if it seems evidently inadequate for new needs this takes us back to the questions raised in the beginning.

4. Learning from changes

No matter about difficulties: is the substance of a tolerant system a universal value, which has only to be sponsored by or imposed on other countries? Does the vacillating stability of this system in countries where great populations' migrations are occurring, mean something more than a simple extension of an actual therapy to a larger population? Can solutions (born into a world where religious difference meant Christian confessional pluralism) be adapted to a world where a huge religious market is now populated and confronted by a vocal Islam, a rooted Buddhism, a resurgence of violent Hinduism (not to mention the persistence of a Catholic / Anglican war within the EC itself!)?

In fact, historically speaking,\textsuperscript{xlvii} one should focus on something else: namely the impact of the ecumenical movement and its ties with multireligious issues. Contemporary theology usually reflects on the relation between ecumenism and interreligious dialogue in terms of continuity, or development.\textsuperscript{xlviii} Sometimes even some guidelines of ecumenical effort (dialogue, the search of points in common, doctrinal statement, convergence) are presented as a model for an interreligious encounter. Maybe this is positively useful: I think nevertheless that the changes that have occurred in the churches' conscience over the last half-century can offer new resources to the issue of a multireligious society.

Ecumenical experience modified the scenario and affected the problem, because it forced us to step up from a reluctant acceptance of tolerant society as a hypothesis to a consideration of freedom as a positive space in which the conscience can experience its proper vocation. Since tolerance was an “outsider” coming in to regulate interconfessional antagonism, a great deal of reflection deriving from patristic writings on the tolerantia Dei and His \textit{υπομονή} was wasted and left aside. If-when the churches prove themselves able to regulate and overcome their conflict in a perspective of communion, a new path will open up and all the previous solutions will need to be updated.\textsuperscript{xlix}

The very concept of truth should be updated. Tolerance and freedom have been for at least two centuries a big issue for the Christian, particularly the Catholic, as far as they were unable to approach truth without a particular conception of truth, claiming absoluteness for it.\textsuperscript{1} The freedom opposite to the religion's virtue which Leo XIII condemned in \textit{Libertas} (June 20, 1888), was considered a serious threat to a stable and established equilibrium,\textsuperscript{3} but actually it was the declaration of shameful impotence: where
the tyranny of truth comes to feed violence, when the State acts as tertium between religious differences and adopts rules able to prevent a situation of religious conflict—this means that a deep perversion of Christian purposes did occur. When, on the contrary, truth and its absoluteness finds a path for communion, tolerance ceases to be a civil imposition and it acknowledged as something proper to the Christian experience of freedom. Civil instruments to regulate the conflict—the principle of cujus regio, confessional establishment, separation and concordats—obviously become similar as far as effects on confessional differences are concerned. And obviously they seem ineffective and unable to regulate a quite different phenomenon like multireligious coexistence. Something effective can only come from a deep reflection on truth: the more Christian theologians are able to grasp within their own religious traditions the dimension of a welcoming truth, to understand the meaning of otherness as a fundamental dimension of truth, to express evangelization in terms of revelation of an Otherness — the more European societies will be delivered from the aporia they are living in. Can our situation be described as a secularized culture using a system of moral references based on Christian history, to enforce a superiority complex of mistrust and denigration toward other forms of religious thought?

Such an effort can support the due extension of the idea of freedom. One of the great and painful efforts of the 20th century Catholic theology—and later of doctrinal teaching—has been that of accepting the State's neutral position not simply as hypothesis, but rather as a thesis, coherent with Christian positions and worries concerning freedom of conscience. Churches—and the Catholic Church in particular—did not walk on this path alone. The 1948 Declaration of the UN on human rights spelt out a world where human beings were free to speak and believe: the legal reflection on “Church and State” had been confronted by the disaster of WW2 and the challenge of Communist regimes underlined a definition of human rights capable of marking the difference between capitalist and socialist societies. Each religious formation understood his place in this system in different and changing way during these years: in the US Baptist Bible Belt, as well as in the Catholic Veneto or Bavaria, a religious majority did exercise a strong pressure to guarantee their privileges not on a basis of “truth”, but rather as a defendant of a legal, political majority and its own rights.

Only little groups, or cultured circles reflected on the issue of freedom since the early Fifties without a “tactical” approach: that particular situation shortened the list of those who decided to take the risk of publication (one could recall Catholic Intellectuals or the Catholic Conference for Ecumenical Questions as promoter of meetings and exchanges). Even very prudent positions were suspected, and at the same time the “objects” were not removed by condemnation: looking again within the Catholic ghetto, the silencing of John C. Murray did not prevent Pius XII from voicing inquietudes about Feeney's intransigent conception of the Church and State relationship. The double and conflicting 1953 statements—the Ottaviani address on the confessional State, and on the other side Pius XII's address Ci riesce—show that traditional positions were ready for a new enforcement or a deep revision, but for sure were untenable as such.

Vatican II and Pacem in terris marked the turning point avoiding the trap of rights as immunities or empowerment, Pietro Pavan (who drafted the encyclical) offered a solid basis to Gaudium et spes and to Dignitatis humanae. The assumption of the human beings' dignity as core of the argument, and peace as horizon (titulus) of the ecclesiastical intervention—opened up a new way: freedom has not to be a disturbing intruder in the realm of truth, but rather the companion of a church which becomes available to acknowledge the mirabilia dei outside its own borders.

5. Perspectives

To enlarge the idea of freedom does not mean to surrender responsibility—but to move that problem on to the political plane.

Constitutional laws and governmental styles had proved themselves able enough (not always!) to guarantee human rights and religious freedom rights to minorities, even when the pressure of majorities
had been strong and politically organized. Different believers can participate in such a process—as Gutierrez said in a fascinating title—drinking at their own sources. Differences in the guarantee of religious freedom still affect Europe: so we can also feel the irony of the Holy See's plea against the Patriarch of Moscow, who seems able to get from his Duma things that the Pope has been asking for a long time from the Italian Parliament. However, when difference becomes irritating, often the problem arises from a deficiency in the religious understanding of its own tradition and life, and not always in religious legislation. It might be thought that those residual deficiencies will act according to the “prophecy” on this century by Gustav Mahler in the famous final D of his last symphony: it can last much more than you expect, but it will end, sooner or later. But precisely our post-cold-war times make us conscious that the accomplishment of secularization and modernization through democratic rules even on human rights, is part of the problem, not the solution.

Others can look to the ecumenical pattern as a way to clone a successful method: such an ambiguous position—relevant also in a signal event like the Assisi meeting and its repetition—assumes that interreligious relationship can be based in terms of proximity. The effectiveness of the “undivided church” myth, should be reproduced through another temporary myth: an undivided religious anthropology, the link among all those who acknowledge monotheism or spiritual conception of life and death—the mutual acceptance on this basis is much better than conflict, but worse than an awareness of the meaning of differences.

Both the crisis and the success of the ecumenical movement are basic to our understanding of the terms of relationship with other religions, not only because they can suggest models and patterns. The real issue is otherness and the capacity of each religious system to understand on his own theological basis the right, the existence, and the meaning of the other. The point is not a simple theology of rights, but a right proper to theology to reflect on a veritas filia temporis.

In practice this means that the problem of western law and society is not to sit and wait, proud of his solution of tolerance and its objective results in terms of freedom and equality. It is not enough to wish Islamic nations would find a way to implement a tolerance which will only provoke fundamentalism. Mostly it means something for the churches: now a temptation is coming, namely to appeal first to political powers rather than to other churches, first to parliaments rather than to religions. Signs of a different approach are visible: even with its own ambiguities and uncertainty the “Assisi ’86” sets a standard. And therefore the Churches can also be enabled to acknowledge the challenge of a multireligious society as grace and opportunity to serve the universal community of human beings. Three temptations were common in the past and may possibly become operational again in the future:

—a demand from the State to churches in order to guarantee a civil religion—a demand from the Churches to the State on moral issues (a tyranny of values?) —a demand from public opinion ( and / or media ) to express in confessional (or religious) terms, the uncomfortable search for identity in a society becoming not simply multiconfessional, neither secularized and multiconfessional, but rather multireligious as such. In the limits of democracy proper to a complex society ruled by media consent, the task to link reconciliation, memory and justice is the challenge for religions. If the believer can—if the believer wants to invest in such a service to the unity of humankind—which is the earthly name of their gods—they will be able not simply to receive a civil benefit from outside, but to deepen their own faithfulness to their vocation to a superior duty. Possibly this “listening” to the difference can teach and can sound like a voice calling to conversion, speaking the word in different ways, and singing on unknown tunes. What a theologian and passionate fighter of ecumenism like Jean-Marie Tillard wrote, is true: that the Spirit is talking to the Churches through other Churches; this is true and is the “sacrament” of a meaning of each and every otherness. This could be a way to discover what evangelization is, beyond the multiple and sticky caricatures imposed by a colonial culture. The conflict between respect and mission is a post colonial heritage and debt: even for early modern theologians and canonists an “unjust” conquest was to refuse and condemn. The opportunity and the challenge of a multireligious society is to receive the
Gospel and to walk, looking for an “elsewhere”, where the evangelization can discern God himself working to build unity and to make understanding grow.\textsuperscript{1xxiii}
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